LOTTERY OPEN HOUSING DECLARATION

We the undersigned wish to declare the status of our room/suite/apt. as Open Housing.

(HOUSE AND ROOM/SUITE/APT. NUMBER)

An entire suite/apt. must be in agreement with the Open Housing designation, and all beds must be filled at the time of the initial reservation and declaration.

Students should complete this form in advance of the Lotteries if they plan to use a proxy, and provide this completed form and their pink housing contract/re-application card to their proxy.

Students wishing to reserve in Max Palevsky/Granville-Grossman appts./Stony Island who wish to declare their suite/apartment as Open Housing may further designate the double bedrooms within these spaces as single-sex. For example, in a Max Palevsky double suite, four students may wish to live together in Open Housing, but may want one bedroom to be all female and one bedroom to be all male. If this is the case, please follow the directions in the box below:

Resident(s): 1 or 2

1. ___________________________________________  ____________________________  ____________
   (Printed Name) (Signature) (Date)

2. ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Current Resident Head Date

- If someone moves out, at the time you are given pull-in rights is when you may change the designation of your room from Open Housing to single-sex if you wish, if the remaining roommates are of the same sex.
- If the remaining roommates are of different sexes, than a room has to remain designated as Open Housing.
- All roommates/suitesmates must agree when the designation of a room is changing.
- The signatures on the Roommate Pull-In form demonstrate agreement.